Central Management Station
genucenter
Facts & Features

Definition:
genucenter management station helps you stay on top of your
IT security. genua security solutions can be centrally configured,
administrated and continuously monitored via the clearly structured
management station GUI. Configurations are easily inherited in the tree
structure, and additional security appliances are simply integrated and
immediately set up with an established configuration. Using this GUI
overview ensures all systems are up-to-date and running flawlessly.
Thus, policies can be consistently implemented in the entire network.
To cover all requirements, genucenter is available on four different
hardware models, as well as a virtualized appliance.

Typical Use:
Central administration of these security systems:
- Firewall & VPN Appliance genuscreen
- Remote Service Appliance genubox
- VPN Appliance genucrypt
- Security Laptop cyber-top
- Security Laptop vs-top
- Personal Security Device genucard

Customer Service:
- Customer service directly from the manufacturer
- Security system management
- 24/7 hotline service / update service
- Free hardware support for three years from date of purchase
- Comprehensive training courses

Reasons to Choose genucenter:
- Central administration of genua solutions
- Easy rollout, configuration, and operation of numerous appliances
- Role based access control and rights assignment
- Consistent policy implementation
- Multitenancy for support of different customers or
  organization structures
- Clearly structured Web interface
- Unified and clear error messages

Reasons to Choose genua:
- Leading German specialist for IT security
- Founded in 1992 – implementation of numerous major projects
  for industrial, government, and military organizations

Further information:
www.genua.eu/genucenter
Core Features
- Centralized version, patch, configuration, and system management
- Separation using domains and sub domains
- Sharing of objects enables convenient administration
- Bulk configuration in a few steps
- Hierarchical policy enforcement through domain inheritance
- Master and standby high-availability (up to 16 nodes)
- High-availability setup with geo redundancy
- Access from every client via Firefox and Internet Explorer through HTTPS (Web GUI)
- Backup and restore of the internal database
- English and German Web interface

User Authentication
- Simultaneous administrators with locking mechanism
- Different administration roles
- Separate access via domains
- Local and remote (LDAP) user management

Logging & Statistics
- Central logging
- Central monitoring
- Central accounting
- Changelog

Installation & Updates
- Mass rollouts and mass change deployment
- Static and dynamic connected appliances
- Offline through USB
- Fully automatic installation of appliances via PXE

Application Example
Conveniently Manage Complex Networks
Hierarchical management is a major genucenter feature. The management system can precisely map a network structure organigram from the company headquarters down to individual departments at various locations. Configurations are easily inherited in this tree structure and enable convenient administration. genucenter supports multitenancy, as well as the assigning of roles and tasks to administrators: For example, one admin can handle security systems in Germany only, while the other is limited to taking care of all VPN connections etc.
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